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BUILDING BELONGING
Taking Pride in Pittsburgh's Multicultural Heritage through Art
A Multi-year collaboration between
Thomas R. Kline School of Law of Duquesne University,
Duquesne Center for Legal Information &
the Pittsburgh Public School's Creative & Performing Arts Magnet School (CAPA).

PROJECT GOALS

- Building belonging
- Emphasizing local multiculturalism, diversity, and inclusion
- Supporting experiential teaching and learning
- Engaging aesthetics in social and racial justice discourse

CAPA students’ chosen themes mirror generational concern: public transportation, diversity and inclusion, environmental advocacy & local progress incorporating local history.

Collaboration across educational institutions:

An opportunity to connect past, present & future stakeholders

ART WORKS EVERYWHERE

- Artwork is installed in key locations throughout the entire library.

This past year the McGinnis Multicultural Lab (Room 118) was used as an experiential learning space:

- "Building Belonging Through Empathy" - webinar with Terri Givens, author of "Radical Empathy: Finding a Path to Bridging Racial Divides."
- Five-part Faculty Speaker Series discussing the scholarship of the Thomas R. Kline School of Law Faculty.
- A Listening Event addressing the local implications of the War in Ukraine.
- Three Bridge-the-Gap research sessions for Summer Associates & Faculty RAs.
- Game Night wellness events for faculty, students, & staff.

Starting Fall 2023:

More library spaces will be used for experiential teaching and learning:

- Room 130 will host "Coding for Lawyers."

The Duquesne Center for Legal Information - building belonging through social and racial justice.